Effect of H chain V region on complement activation by immobilized immune complexes.
Activation of C by immune complexes (IC) in tissues and the inflammatory consequences are major determinants in the pathogenesis of many autoimmune disorders. To assess the factors involved in C activation by such IC, we examined the binding of C components by chimeric IgG1 antibodies bound to immobilized Ag. We previously reported that alterations in the H chain V regions can affect the binding of first component of C (C1q) and a major breakdown product of the third C component (C3b) when otherwise identical antibodies were bound to immobilized (Tyr, Glu)-Ala-Lys. To evaluate C activation of these antibodies in well defined IC, we utilized a 9-amino acid peptide conjugated to BSA as Ag. The peptide:BSA conjugate was bound similarly by the two IgG1 antibodies which differed mainly in the CDR3 regions, but also in 9 other amino acids in the H chain V region. When soluble IC were prepared with the two antibodies, they activated C similarly. However, C activation by solid phase Ag:antibody complexes differed; we found that antibody 10B bound more C1q and C3b than antibody B11 did, unless the Ag was present at high density on the plates. These data suggest that the variable region differences affect C activation by these antibody when they are bound to immobilized Ag. Furthermore, these results underscore the differences in C activation by the same antibody depending upon whether the IC are free in solution or immobilized.